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Trafford Publishing, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****. Calendarium s poems revel in juxtaposing seasonal images that are at once
accessible and transformational. What may appear on first glance as traditional images of the
seasons take us, on careful reading, to a deeper apprehension of time itself and its impermanence.
New Year s resolutions of January; February s groundhog; the lions and lambs of March; pretty
maids of April, May, and June; September s school bus; pumpkins; scarecrows; and old Saint Nick
himself lead us on a merry chase through a calendar that becomes much more than a scaffolding
of days and weeks and months. In these short poems, time becomes animated by sly jokes,
unexpected twists and turns of irony, and echoes of the great masters whom Dorazio admires. One
can hear Emily Dickinson s slant truths, Wallace Stevens s blur of imagery, and Kay Ryan s
compression. Finally, the poems of the second half of the book show no letup of intensity, mystery,
and antic joy. They are crammed with synesthesia and contradiction in which every bright image
has its reflection and its shadow. There s an empty Quaker...
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The ideal book i possibly read. It is among the most remarkable pdf i have go through. I am easily could get a enjoyment of reading through a created
ebook.
-- Elise Wehner-- Elise Wehner

It in a of the best publication. It is among the most remarkable publication i have read through. Your lifestyle period will be change once you complete
reading this article publication.
-- Cr ysta l Rolfson-- Cr ysta l Rolfson
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